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Preliminary Phase of the Right of Assessment in Iran and France with Emphasis on One Article to Respect Legal Freedom and Protection of Citizenship Rights

Zahra Emadoleslami,1 Hadi Ghorbani2
Faculty of Law, Islamic Azad University, Golbahar, Islamic Republic of Iran

Abstract
The right of citizenship in criminal law is one of the important cases in the field of human rights and has received attention from various human rights documents. In Iran's criminal law in various cases also respect to legal freedom and protection of citizenship rights. Besides trying to give more attention to citizenship rights based on fair assessment. An important question that can be raised is how the regulation to respect the legal freedom and protection of citizenship rights in Iranian law proportional to French law in terms of a fair assessment? The findings from this survey show that there is a compilation of regulation respecting legal freedom and protecting citizenship rights. In addition, there is an internalization effort to pay attention the human rights in criminal justice, in the form of action to eliminate the aggression against the rights of citizen and this rule emphasizes cases that consistent with French law. In the rules of respect for legal freedom and protection of citizenship rights, such as the rights of convicted people in France, it has emphasized the existence of freedom, personal security, prohibition of torture, self-respect of the accused by defending their rights and protecting themselves.
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Fase Awal Hak Penilaian di Iran dan Prancis
Dengan Penekanan pada Satu Artikel untuk Menghormati Kebebasan Hukum dan Perlindungan Hak Kewarganegaraan

Abstrak
Hak kewarganegaraan dalam hukum pidana adalah salah satu kasus penting di bidang hak asasi manusia dan telah mendapatkan perhatian dari berbagai dokumen hak asasi manusia. Dalam hukum pidana Iran dalam berbagai kasus juga memberikan penghormatan terhadap kebebasan hukum dan perlindungan hak kewarganegaraan. Selain diupayakan untuk memberikan perhatian lebih terhadap hak kewarganegaraan berdasarkan penilaian yang adil. Pertanyaan penting dalam hal ini adalah seberapa besar aturan penghormatan terhadap kebebasan hukum dan perlindungan hak kewarganegaraan dalam hukum Iran berbanding lurus dengan hukum Prancis dalam sudut pandang penilaian yang adil? Temuan-temuan dari survey ini menunjukkan bahwa adanya kompilasi aturan penghormatan terhadap kebebasan hukum dan perlindungan hak kewarganegaraan. Selain itu, adanya upaya internalisasi untuk memberikan perhatian terhadap hak asasi manusia dalam peradilan pidana, berupa tindakan untuk menghapus tindakan agresi terhadap hak-hak warga negara, dan aturan ini menekankan pada kasus-kasus yang relevan dengan hukum Prancis. Dalam aturan penghormatan terhadap kebebasan hukum dan perlindungan hak-hak kewarganegaraan, seperti hak-hak terpidana di Perancis telah ditekankan pada adanya kebebasan, keamanan pribadi, larangan penyiksaan, penghargaan diri orang yang tertuduh dengan membeli hak-hak dan melindungi diri pribadi.

Kata Kunci: Kebebasan hukum, hak asasi manusia dan hak kewarganegaraan

Начальные этапы права на оценку в Иране и Франции с опорой на статью об уважении правовой свободы и защиты гражданских прав

Аннотация
Право на гражданство в уголовном праве является одним из самых важных в области прав человека и привлекает внимание в различных документах по правам человека. В Иране уголовное право в различных случаях также уважает правовую свободу и сохранение гражданских прав и стремится уделять больше внимания гражданским правам на основе справедливого суждения. Важный вопрос, который может быть поднят в этом отношении, заключается в том, насколько правило уважения к правовой свободе и сохранении гражданских прав в иранском законодательстве прямопропорционально французскому законодательству с точки зрения справедливого суждения. Результаты этого исследования показывают, что существует свод правил, которые уважают правовую свободу и сохранение гражданских прав. Кроме того, предпринимаются усилия по интернализации, направленные на то, чтобы уделять внимание правам человека в сфере уголовного правосудия в форме ликвидации действий агрессии против гражданских прав. Данное положение подчеркивает случаи, которые соответствуют французскому законодательству. В правилах уважения правовой свободы и сохранения гражданских прав, таких как права осужденных во Франции, подчеркивается существование свободы, личной безопасности, запрета пыток, самооценки обвиняемого путем защиты их прав и себя.

Ключевые слова: правовая свобода, права человека, гражданские права, справедливое суждение, иранское право, французское право
Introduction

The rule of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights is very important for different reasons. This rule shows emerging a new method on the criminal justice in the field of accused people’s rights and in fact, attention of this rule to accused person rights is an important achievement (Akhondi, 2011a).

Criminal judgment method that this rule is its agent, stresses that discovery of crime and protection of accused person rights have the same importance and differs a lot with the traditional criminal judgment that stressed on very hard encounter with accused persons. The discussion about rights before accused persons trail with respect to the rule of legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights is very important. So far a comprehensive and independent survey hasn’t been done in this connection, so increasingly importance of human rights stance in criminal laws has made doing this investigation a necessity. The rule of citizenship rights and respect to legal freedoms shows a new approach to human rights which besides using of local and national potentials in solving internal problems, utilizes of a worldwide value called human rights and stresses on using of human rights laws in internal rules. In fact, the approving this law which includes human rights concepts is in accordance with ongoing struggles for entering human rights values in internal rights of the nations (Akhondi, 2011b).

It seems that the Iranian legislature by adopting of France legislature has done efforts for supporting of accused person rights for respect to the rule of citizenship rights and protection of legal freedoms. In addition, both Iranian and French judicial systems, obeying international human rights documents have taken positive steps for strengthening accused person rights basis in just judgment (Akhondi, 2011C).

In this article, we have tried to investigate citizenship rights before trailing in Iran and France laws with emphasis on a single article of citizenship rights and legal freedoms rule. So at first, we explain the concept of pre-phase trail including crime discovery and preliminary investigations in Iran and France laws comparatively.

Pre-phase Trail

In the purpose of citizenship rights survey in the pre-phase trail in Iran and France laws, we first explain the pre-phase trail which means preliminary surveys and discovering crimes.
1. Discovery of Crime Phase

This phase is very sensitive and exact in criminal justice, because the base of the dossier is in this phase and distinguishes the fate of the accused person. The purpose of discovery of crime is the actions that are done after informing of occurring the crime and protection of traces and reasons and arresting the accused person and holdup of his escape and collecting the related information concerning happened crime (Ashori 2016). The phase of discovery of crime is called to the process of occurring the crime, recognition of the accused person and collecting related reasons. According to police regulations, preserving traces and reasons of the crime, inspection, investigation, arresting the criminals and accused persons and preventing of their escape and hide are among police duties (Akhondi 2011).

The law of criminal justice method has attached various phases for trail and is an independent process and has its own regulations and orders. Discovery of the crime in any form is the duty of judicial retentive. The regulations of different countries have separated the phase of discovery of crime from other processes of trial and performing it, is the duty of judicial police. In Iran like France, the phase of discovery of crime has been separated from other processes of trial and is the duty of judicial police (Bagherpoor 2003).

2. Preliminary Investigations

Investigation means to survey and study for reaching to the reality that includes collecting reasons in benefit or harm of the accused person, issuance of an order for preventing of his escape or hide and making comment about his crime or innocence. In criminal laws of France, the famous decision called security and freedom has been approved and based on it, the decision of public prosecutor must pay attention to the possibility of accused person innocence (Moein 2014). When doing preliminary investigations, the judicial authority who questions the accused person may limit his freedoms based on some hypothesis regarding social security and morals. For example, the treaty of civil and political laws stresses that: anyone who is arrested must be informed about the reasons of it soon and as possible, the substitute actions should be used instead of detention (Zera’at 2011).

Citizenship Rights of an Accused Person in Crime Discovery Phase

In this discussion, citizenship rights of an accused person in the criminal discovery phase in Iran and France laws with emphasis on a single article of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights are discussed.
1. Forbidding of Illegal Detention

Freedom and personal security is one of the rights that have been formally accepted for all the people and also in international documents, governments are bound to protect them that based on in it, all the persons must have the right of freedom and forbidding it should be legally and necessarily by the order of judicial authority but as soon as possible justly judgment must be done about them, so that to be freed and other detainees should have the right to object to their arrests and compensation of their damages and illegal detention (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).

Commitments of governments in the field of protecting the freedoms rights and personal security have been paid attention in the treaties like international civil and political laws and European convention. In essential laws of Iran, some of the proofs of freedom right and personal security have been recognized and has stressed on forbidding of willfully and judicial authority must send the dossiers of the detainees’ maximum in 24 hours to legal managers (Keshavarz 1997). Nevertheless, this rule has taken ongoing steps for releasing the accused person and stresses that all the activities must be based on the order of legal orders. An important element that has been paid attention in the law of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights, is forbidding of arresting of people which shows it’s leading in protecting human rights (Fardi 2012).

2. Rights and Guarantees Regarding Accused Person Summoning

In front of original and criminal laws, there are rules that organization, human forces and the way of forming and activities of the sources who must investigate the crimes and other related cases. Observing the ceremonies and guarantees regarding recalling and arresting accused persons, brings the feelings of justice and security for citizens of society and punishing the real criminals. Based on criminal judgments, recalling the accused persons were by sending letters and recalling by telephone was illegal and judicial authority must have enough and acceptable reasons for his summoning (Akhondi, n.d).

In recent laws, recalling of accused persons is done by special forms and they must be informed about the reason of their summoning. In addition, if inspection or assistant to public prosecutor wants to recall someone as accused person, they can’t recall him with other title like witness because despite this surprising action from a judicial authority who should be honest, is immoral, from legal point of view also this behavior deprives accused person from his right
of having lawyer during preliminary surveys (Sandiani, 2013). Therefore, criminal judgment law says: causing to understand of accusation to a person who hasn’t been recalled as accused person for titles like a witness or aware, is forbidden and if he is accused after survey, based on regulations, he must be recalled as accused person in other time. Recalling must be communicated to the accused person and should be sent to his correct address and if his address is unknown, he must be recalled by the publication of advertisement in the newspaper.

According to criminal justice law, if the accused person is a legal person, in addition to a real person who accusation is aimed to him, a legal person also is informed to introduce his lawyer, because not introducing lawyer can’t prevent judgment (Sandiani 2013). Observing increasing new communications methods among people, the legislature has decided to use them for informing recalling so the rule says: using of computerized and communications systems and devices like e-mail, fax, telephone and so on for presenting complaint or quarrel, referring dossier, recalling accused person, commutating judicial papers, according to electronically judgment is authorized (Sandiani 2013).

Enough reasons for recalling, mentioning the cause of recalling, result of not presence, are among the rights and guarantees related to accused person that we discuss about them in continuance.

**Enough Reasons for Recalling**

The first action that must be done about accused person, is recalling him for investigation, but we should pay attention to this point that although the grievance of the complaint for verification is enough, but presence of grievance or report of judicial clerks against someone isn’t enough for his recalling and the crime that is attributed to anybody, must be based on the reasons that show his minimum participating in the crime. So the law stresses: inspector must not recall or arrest anyone as accused person without enough reason and if doing so, he will be punished (Akhondi, n.d).

As explained above, recalling accused person must have acceptable reason and this lawyer is necessary for establishing judicial security and legal authorities must pay attention to it exactly and the present method that as soon as the complaint or report is received, the order for recalling accused person is issued, isn’t in accordance with human rights and legal regulations standards (Sandiani 2013).
Mention of The Recalling and The Result of Non-Presence

In the law of criminal judgment method, the contents of summon are: Name and family name of the inductee – date, hour and place of the presence – mention the reason of recalling and the result on non-presence. But it has been stressed that judicial authority distinguishes it competent, he can avoid of mentioning two points in summons which are: the reason of recalling and result of non-presence.

a). Reason of recalling; Any recalled person is anxious about his situation and wants to know the reason of his recalling. Putting him in anxiety is against his human rights and in addition, judicial authorities can't recall anyone as complaint, aware or witness and then tell him that he is accused person, because this deceitful method isn't suitable for a judge and in most of the countries, this action counteracts the investigations and recalling (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017). In Islamic republic of Iran, before approval of this rule, the judicial method was such that the exact title of the accusation wasn’t written but it was stressed that he is recalled as accused person, because in the crimes that by distinction of judicial authority is against moral and security of society, the reason of recalling isn’t written but accused person can go to judicial office and get information about the reason of the recalling (Keshavarz 1997).

b). The result of non-presence. Justice and logic necessitate that accused person be informed of his non-presence, because if he doesn’t know what is the result of his non-presence, isn’t logical especially in societies that people have not enough legal information (Ashori 2016).

c). Mention the right of accompanying lawyer when getting summons; Today not only right of having lawyer, but also impeachment this right to accused person is a human right and this is in the condition that in previous laws, the right of having lawyer wasn’t mentioned and even there were some limitations at the start of investigations and questionings, but based on new rule, accused person can have a lawyer in preliminary investigations phase and this is written in his summons (Sandiani 2013).

Accused Person Citizenship Rights in Preliminary Investigations Phase

In this discussion, accused person citizenship rights in preliminary investigations phase is explained.

1. The Right of Awareness of About Accusation Case

The right of accusation case as one of the accused person essential rights in criminal system of Iran such as constitutions has been paid attention and police
has been required in case of necessity of arresting accused person, the reason of his detention should communicate to him, because during questionings, he may found innocent and there seem no necessity for his arresting (Sandiani 2013).

The purpose of awareness of accusation is that the accused person should be aware of his crime, so that can defend himself because we can’t expect someone to defend himself against unknown crimes and accusations. Awareness of accusation case is the starting point of the criminal judgment process and defend of the accused person. What should police and judicial retentive know is that, obtaining the necessity of detention of the accused person and his defense right (Akhondi 2011).

Special policies about important economic crimes bring limitations in this regard and police and judicial officials must have latitudes in these regards. Also in intermediate or low crimes, we must increase these latitudes so that the addressers be more and giving information be complete and fast.

Article 49 of criminal judgment method says: parents, wife, children, sisters, and brothers of accused persons can be aware of their detentions through judicial authorities and accountability to their relatives is necessary by preserving their social and family prestige (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).

In article 50 criminal judgment method, legislature says: detainee can use of telephone and other devices to inform his relatives about his arrest and officials must help him in this regard, except about political and security persons whom by the orders of judicial authorities (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).

This right according to criminal judgment method must be understood to accused person and receipt be taken and put in the dossier. The connection of the accused person with his family has been accepted with limitation, of course it has been said that: unless the judicial official necessarily distinguishes that accused person must not use of this right, but in France this right has been accepted absolutely and anyone who is detained, can inform his relatives with telephone about his situation (Sandiani 2013).

2. The Right of Having a Lawyer

The right of having a lawyer for accused persons from the first hours of arresting is recognized in law, so that the people that are arrested by police, in order to be able to support themselves against police behavior, have some rights such as calling one of their relatives to inform that they are arrested. Also, the accused person has the right to see his lawyer in the early hours of detention and if can’t
afford choosing a lawyer, request prison manager to have counsel briefed by the government (Zera’at 2011).

Constitutions council believes that the right of seeing a lawyer while detention is among the certain and undefeatable rights but in special cases such as terrorists and smugglers, only after 72 hours of detention, there is a possibility to see the lawyer (Akhondi, n.d).

In France criminal laws, the legislature has reformed some judicial and legal duties to have lawyers in some courts and based on this rule, presence of a lawyer in some courts are compulsory such as: the court of verification to crimes – administrative court – rehearing court – administrative council (Elliot 2006). France legislature in order to clear the preliminary investigations, has taken other important steps and in one of the recent rules, has been stressed that accused persons can be questioned only in presence of their lawyers, except the cases that regulations have declared. This rule says that the lawyers must after 5 administrative days be invited before any questionings or other legal actions about their appointed accused persons (Elliot 2006).

French legislature has done important reforms for accessing the lawyers to investigation dossiers so that after the first presence of an accused person in front of a judge and his hearings, dossiers will be available for lawyer except in holidays (Alihossein Najafi Abrandabadi 1999). Therefore, it can be seen that in France criminal judgment method in order to observe equality in defense rights of quarrel sides, two important distinctions have been predicted for their lawyers. Firstly, lawyers have the possibilities to have continual access to dossiers and secondly, they can have accessibility to all the contents of the dossiers (Tadayyon, 2010).

In addition, based on this rule the right of copy preparation of some of the papers of the dossiers by lawyers has been predicted. In this regard, lawyers must prepare a list of papers that want to have a copy of them and present it to the inspector and he should answer in 5 days and if not, it means his implicit agreement. But if the inspector opposes with this request, must have logical reasons and should be approved by the office manager. It should be noted that the papers are just for using of accused persons and giving them to others is forbidden (Keshavarz 1997).

As mentioned above, based on criminal judgment method in France, the right of accessing to investigation dossier is only possible for lawyers of two sides and complaint and accused person themselves aren’t allowed to access to papers of the easier. In this regard, Strasbourg court has taken two different methods...
and at first in Foucher dossier, lack of accessibility of accused persons was distinguished against the element of equality of arms (Tadayyon, 2010). But some years later and in Menet dossier, the court didn’t distinguish the lack of accessibility of complaint or his lawyer to dossiers against the law, because they are secret (Criminal Code of the French Republic 2016). Therefore court believes that this dossier is different with Foucher dossier, because in this dossier, the solicitor wasn’t accused person and the concerned person has appeared in court with a verbal bill of indictment (Elliot 2006).

According to this idea, French legislature based on the element of equality of arm has brought about important arrangements for improving the presence of complaint and accused person in preliminary investigations phase that according to it, sides of the quarrel can request any action or investigation that leads to the discovery of the truth. It is worth mentioning that this right at first was predicted only for the public prosecutor and not for complaint and accused person (Tadayyon, 2010).

At last on June 15, 2000, by addition a rule to French criminal judgment method, this option was given to quarrel sides to request any action or investigation from the inspector to discover the truth. As French lawyers have mentioned, the aim of the French legislature for approving these regulations is establishing the complete equality between quarrel sides (Tadayyon 2010). In these cases, the inspector has required in case of non-accepting the request of the person, issue a logical order in a suitable time (Tadayyon 2010).

Finally the French legislature, in the continuance of this policy has predicted new regulations for the expertise and has taken important steps for more clearance (Criminal Code of the French Republic 2016). The new French criminal judgment method bounds inspector, in the time of issuance of expertise order, must at once send the orders to the public prosecutor and sides lawyers (Elliot 2006). Since the sending the order, two sides have 10 days’ respite to request an inspector to change or complete the demands. In addition, this right exists for them to choose and introduce their elected experts to the high court of the country. If this request isn’t accepted, the inspector must after 10 days of two sides requests, issue a logical order and after approval by the manager, is a definite decision (Guinchard 1999).

In addition, based on new regulations, the inspector has the authority that when the issuance of expert order lasts more than one year, asks the expert to announce his idea soon and inspectors must send it to the quarrel sides’ lawyers (Alihossein Najafi Abrandabadi 1999).
In Iran law, it seems that the request of investigations necessary for truth discovery hasn’t been recognized as a right for quarrel sides. So although there isn’t any prohibition for doing surveys by quarrel sides, judicial officials aren’t obliged to accept these requests (Akhondi, n.d).

3. The Right of Silence and Protest

This right is among the defend rights of the accused person that means: right of silence and refuse to answer the questions of judicial officials about the accusation that has been propounded against him. according to element of exemption, hasn’t any duty to prove his innocence and also oblige him to confess, so in Iran judicial system, the right of accused person silence is officially accepted and guaranteed and this silence can’t be a reason for his crime and must be interpreted in the favor of accused person by the judge (Moein 2014).

The next discussion is about the duties of judges, especially judges of public prosecutor’s office about declaring this right and in Iran laws, hasn’t come obviously but a change in law says: before starting the questions, the inspector must tell the accused person to be careful about his remarks. then clearly talks about his accusation and its reasons and stresses that he confess or cooperation can reduce his punishment in court and then starts his questions (Ashori 2016).

The element of being rightful for the accused person about silence has been accepted in the new rule and says: an accused person can be silent and will be written in process-verbal so it is obvious that observing this rule is necessary for police and judicial officials in investigation phase (Zera’at 2011).

The right of silence is one of the results of the element of exemption and is among the defense rights of an accused person who must be aware of it before initial investigations and questionings. In regulations, this right hasn’t been explained clearly and therefore, most of the accused persons aren’t aware of this legal right and also the officials don’t inform them, because there is no obligation about giving information to accused persons (Zera’at 2011). The right of protest to judge decision has been predicted in law and when an accused person goes to court, one of the duties of the inspector is deciding about an accused person, so that if he is free or must be sent to prison (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).

In the inspection system, the accused person hadn’t any right to protest about the orders that led to his imprisonment and these orders were certain and imperative, but in mixed criminal judgment, after issuance of the order , the
accused person has the right to protest and the legislature must guarantee this right (Sandiani 2013).

Article 32 of constitution says: no one can be arrested except by the order of rule, so arresting accused person without giving the right of protest is violating his rights and for solving this problem, the element of accused person right to protest must be officially accepted and if police and judicial officials do illegal actions must be punished (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017). Keeping the accused person in the house of detention without explaining the charge or deciding and issuing orders, are violating human rights and unfortunately the right of protest for the accused person about his detention hasn’t been emphasized in-laws (Sandiani 2013).

4. Accused Person Rights in Release Order

Based on the criminal justice method, if complaint requests finishing the trail, the court issues release order. Although in this rule, the court has been mentioned most of the lawyers believe that finishing the quarrel can be done by the judges of the public prosecutor’s office, too (Akhondi 2011).

The aim of finishing the quarrel is that complaint can withdraw his grievance temporarily but can have a complaint regarding the dossier. Based on present regulations, this can be done in private crimes and with the request of complaint (Ashori 2016). But in new rule, some changes have occurred that are concerned to accused person and says: inexcusable crimes, complaint can request finishing the quarrel before issuance of indictment and so, public prosecutor issues the order and complaint can have requested his renewed prosecution just once and in one year after finishing the quarrel (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).

The important point in this article is “with the agreement of accused person, because people may baselessly complain each other and during investigations, request finishing quarrels, so accused person agreement can prevent such actions” (Sandiani 2013).

5. Compensate for Detention Days

If the quarrel leads to forbidding of prosecution or exemption of accused person, he can complain another side for his defamation and also requests compensation, because the rights that legislature has given to complaint may be abused and in France regulations, special rules exist in this regard for innocently accused person and if judicial authority distinguishes that the quarrel has been
with the aim of abuse, the other side is convicted to pay up to 15000 euro (Criminal Code of the French Republic 2016).

In fact this action is known as violating the judicial process and France legislature has predicted simple, fast and cheap methods that after 3 months of absolute forbidding quarrel, accused person can request compensation his losses and damages by the complaint and judicial authorities must look after his application and if it is proved that complaint has presented unreal grievance, he will be convicted to compensate the losses and damages of the order side (Elliot 2006).

Conclusion

In this study, we investigate these questions that the law of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights in Iran rules in comparison with France rules in the phase of pre-judgment, how much is in accordance with justly judgment standards?

The results of the investigation show that the law of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights are very important in various persons. This law shows emerging a new criminal justice policy in the field of accused people’s rights and in fact attitude of this law to accused persons, at least after the Islamic revolution is unexampled.

The results of the investigation show that the criminal law of Iran has taken important steps in the direction of observing personal rights and freedoms and human greatness, especially in the preliminary investigations phase. these changes are observing of human rights standards inserted in international human rights documents like Islamic republic constitutions that based on which judicial authorities aren’t obliged to observance justly judgment elements and defense rights of accused persons. Many of citizenship rights that have been emphasized in respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights have been taken from France laws and conformable with citizenship rights in human rights documents. Based on article 5 of the new criminal judgment method, the accused person must urgently be informed about the case and the reasons for his accusation and access to lawyer and defense rights in the rule. The article 6 of this law says: accused person, loser, witness and other connected people must use their rights and judicial authorities who don’t observe these rules, will be punished (Gholamreza Hojati Ashrafi 2017).
The right of having a lawyer in preliminary investigations phase is among the citizenship rights that have been paid attention in the criminal judgment of Iran like France. It must be mentioned that the possibility of appointing counsel briefed by the government for the accused person in preliminary investigations phase for life imprisonment or execution accused persons have been predicted (Sandiani 2013).

The presence of lawyer in this phase was assurance for his delegated but he wasn’t allowed to study the dossier or interfere in questionings process, but in 2011 many reforms were done about this law such as possibility of studying dossier, participating in police investigations and asking questions that help to discover the truth (Hojati Ashrafi, 2017). Iranian legislature, avoiding of the inspection system in police investigations phase, for the first time allowed the right of the meeting of the accused person with his lawyer in the preliminary process, but it isn’t clear and more reforms in this regard are necessary (Hojati Ashrafi, 2017).

In France laws, surveillance is an important phase in the judicial process and for observing the defense rights of the accused person, several regulations have been predicted in this regard and French legislature has tried to prevent abuses and violating accused person rights by limiting rules and regulations (Elliot 2006).

Approval of the law of respect to legal freedoms and protection of citizenship rights shows the Iranian legislature efforts to remove the legal deficits about the situation and fate of detained accused person. Few articles talk about this matter, but because of shortages of this rule which most important of them are lack of guarantee for performance by agents and responsible authorities in doing their legal duties, legislatures have tried to solve these problems by paying attention to the criminal laws of other countries such as France.
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